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ABOUT
THE EXHIBIT
As the pandemic winds down, and we begin

'Unmasking, Breathing, Moving Forward was

removing our masks, the question of how we

originally shown at Martin Luther University

move forward is at the forefront of our minds.

College in the Winter of 2022. It finds its second
home at the Kindred Credit Union for Peace

Life since mid-March 2020 has been challenging

Advancement, another space of sharing and

for everyone. However, this period has clearly

learning that is committed to being a place to

unveiled the harsh realities of oppression and

craft, record, map, and perform the stories of

racism. The oppression of racialized people

peacemaking.

exposed during the pandemic and must be
addressed for all people to thrive.

The works are presented in mediums that range
from bead work, photography, printmaking,

In this exhibit Seventeen Black, Indigenous, and

painting, digital media, and mixed media.

racialized artists respond to their COVID-19
experience and offer insights into a way forward
that is attentive to marginalized voices.

For a digital gallery of the works at Martin Luther:
https://bit.ly/unmasking-photo-gallery

exhibit's themes of justice,
interculturalism, indigeneity,
resilience, reciprocity, and
interdisciplinary arts.
These works open opportunities
to reflect on equity and justice in

ABOUT
THE EXHIBIT

We invite you to engage with the

a so-called post-pandemic world
and ask ourselves the following
question: As we unmask, breathe
unencumbered, and lead from
our places of influence, how do
we remain committed to change
that allows all people (and the
planet) to flourish?
We hope this exhibit will stir
imaginations, engage deep
listening, and awaken intentional
responses.

Unmasking, Breathing, Moving
Forward is also an opportunity for you
to consider how you are feeling and
how you understand your own identity
as you emerge from the pandemic.

ABOUT
THE ARTISTS
Omran Adushe (also known as

Thomas Sendegehyat Anderson

Om)

was born in Hamilton, Ontario.

is

an

Ethio-Canadian

photographer based out of the

For

Waterloo region who focuses on

Thomas has lived at the Six

portrait and Travel Photography.

Nations reserve, or Ohsweken.

He picked up photography in the

He was born into the Cayuga

summer
developed
digital/film

of

2017
his

skill

the

majority

of

his

life,

and

has

nation and is of the turtle clan.

set

into

His

and

“Sendegehya:t”,

photography

traditional

name
which

is

means

videography. His work presented

“He carries the Night on his

to you at “Unmasking, Breathing

back”.

Omran Adushe

and Moving Forward” has ties to

Sendegehya:t

The Process:

his youth and adult experience

Thomas Anderson

Homage to Allen

as a black man.

"When the World Wakes" and Grandpa his drawings and
his Grandpa took Thomas to get

Iverson’s Braids

In 8th grade, he showed his Mom

@om.running @om.photojournal

his first sketch book. Thomas has

omrunning.com

chosen the path of the passion
that had always been with him
but never known.

Keitha Keeshig-Tobias Biizindam (She who

C. Elizabeth Best is a fifth year
PhD student in the History
department at York University.
They hold History degrees from
the University of Waterloo (BA
’15)

and

Elizabeth

Laurier
secured

(MA
a

’18).

SSHRC

award to financially support
their research into 2023. Their
dissertation is a contemporary
history

of

Millennial
C. Elizabeth Best
Deconstructed Medicine
Wheel

the
Scoop

Sixties

and

based

on

Indigenous research methods

and the active participation of Keitha Keeshig-Tobias
community members who are Biizindam

also survivors. It is through their HBC Biological Warfare
art and research that they aim Jackets
to understand their complicated
place in community as a mixedrace Vietnamese and Metis, 2S,
non-binary person. Elizabeth is
a

multi

specializes
beadwork.

media
in

artist
flat

who
stitch

listens and learns and uses what she hears)
is a very versatile modern artist based in
Toronto.

She

is

Anishinaabe

from

Neyaashiinigamiing Chippewas of Nawash
Unceded First Nation & Delaware Nation
from

Moraviantown.

She

specializes

in

bringing forth complex issues and inspiration
with beauty and grace. Her style N8VNouveau

incorporates

science,

history,

current affairs, empathy, and gracefulness in
its meanings while expanding out into
multiple medias like paintings, murals and
jewelry/textile bead work. Her favourite
medium is dipped pen and ink, especially
blue ink and is the inspiration for many of her
other works. Blue like twilight, a time of
transition, blue like the water which is
Anishinaabe Women's privilege to cherish
and protect. She has painted many murals in
Toronto with Red Urban Nation Artist
Collective,

StreetART

Toronto,

private

commissions as well as commissions in
textiles, beadwork jewelery & multimedia
artworks. Her art carrys strong messages of
resilience, reclamation, pride & highlight
world changing Indigenous knowledge. The
reason she puts such strong messages in her
work is to offer her younger cousins &
Indigenous youth evidence of the amazing
scientific, medical, agricultural, psychological
& ecological knowledge that has been
APPROPRIATED BY WESTERN SOCIETY.
To instill more pride in youth who have been
taught through neglect and out right lies that
they are not worthy and only a burden
because of their ethnicity.

Ashley

Cattyrsse

Indigenous
Mohawk

Youth,

Territory

depicting

Ashley Cattyrsse
The Broken Jar

is

an

Wahta
with

family

art

legacy,

Diana Chen has spent 33 years
of

life

being

an

incredibly

creative and curious personality.
She

is

a

big

of

kindness

-

Indigenous historic and shared

goodness

current matters including world

infusing life with true joy. She is

view and interpretations of

spiritual yet she takes the best

aspects of it. Her passion for

of all worlds to create her own

multi

deep relationship with God. She

media

art

including

and

follower

watercolour,

pencil

and

reveres nature in all its kindest

photography

has

early

forms and believe in protecting

beginnings. One of her early Diana Chen
recognitions was her creative Mixed Heritage

it. Among her many interests,

on

Her heritage is from Ecuador,

remembrance for the Legion's

Venezuela, and Taiwan. She

Provincial level. She has been

hopes

showcased through local and

enjoyment

virtual

from her attempts to express

works,

with

a

gallery

including

focus

exhibits,

international,

recent years.

in

physics and math are prominent.

you
and

derive

great

nourishment

the range of nature's palette
(though of course it falls far
short of its beauty) and the

ashleyc_paintings
www.musicforthespirit.ca

vibrance and love she feels.

Ken

As a self-described “emerging” artist
(recipient of a Record Readers’ Choice

award-winning

for his use of bold colours, and

Award and Homer Watson Gallery
Curator Award at KWSA members

authentic

exhibition 2020), Man Choi draws

Black Life, in all its iterations.

creative

energy

from

fellow

Ken’s

photographers, gardeners, naturalists,

details

passion

to

depict

lies

with

reflecting his Afro-Caribbean

intuition, and more formal learning

heritage within his art, as well

experiences such as articles, books,
and workshops.

as illustrating for children’s
books. He believes that diverse

Mike experiences his evolving art as a

stories

“progressive culmination” of his former

Peony & Erythronium

an

artist/illustrator, who is known

gold award in 2016; Jurors’ Bronze

Michael ManChoi Chow

is

full-time vocation as educator, pastor,
psychotherapist, and spiritual healer.
He is a member of UpTown Gallery,

Ken Daley

creating

Songs of Freedom

equitable

are
a

essential
more

world.

to

just,

and

He

has

exhibited his artwork within

Waterloo; member of Art$Pay as well

Canada, the United States and

as KW Society of Artists (KWSA). He

the Caribbean. Ken has

has exhibited at several juried shows
(Art$Pay and KWSA); the Art Store,
Waterloo; Framing and Art Centre
Kitchener; The Crawford Collective,
Brantford;

Paula

White

Diamond

Gallery, Waterloo; Belmont Bestival.
You

can

visit

his

page

eight

children’s

books, and currently
working on five more titles.
www.kendaleyart.com

at

www.ManChoi-Chow-Photographer or
www.facebook.com/ManChoiChow

illustrated

www.etsy.com/shop/kendaley
art

Behnaz Fatemi was born in Iran in
1991 and moved to Canada in
2018. Fatemi received her BFA in
painting from Iran. She is the MFA
candidate at University of Waterloo
from 2022-2024. Fatemi is an
interdisciplinary artist based in the
KW region. Her work has been
exhibited in group and solo
exhibitions throughout Iran and
Canada.

D. Ahsén:nase Douglas is an oil painter,
children's story book author/illustrator
and

educator.

explores
identity,
stories

The

artist’s

contemporary
culture,

work

Indigenous

perspectives

through

the

"figure".

and
His

paintings can be found in Canada and
the United States, as well as Australia.
He is self-taught with formal training in
art

history

and

visual

design,

photography, computer science, social
science

and

education.

As

an

Indigenous Artist in Residence with the

Fatemi expresses her artistic ideas
mainly in drawing, sculpture, and

York Region District School Board and
Educational Partner with the Toronto

installation. She focuses on the
deep connection between humans

District School Board, he has been

D. Ahsén:nase Douglas
Seven Generations

given the opportunity to share his art,
culture and stories with a variety of

Behnaz Fatemi

students of all ages..

Poisoning Letters

D.

Ahsén:nase

Douglas

is

Kanien'keha:ka (Mohawk) with roots in
the Kahnawà:ke Mohawk Territory. He

and their behaviors. This is an
answer to her question of how
human sensibility is interconnected
with topics such as society, politics,
religion, personal beliefs, and the
like.

is recognized by the Ontario Arts
Council as well as the Canada Council
for

the

Arts

as

a

professional

"Indigenous Visual Artist".
While he finds it amusing to watch
people

try

Kanien'keha

to

pronounce

(Mohawk

his

Language)

name, he simply asks to be called
"Dee".

Fatemi
was
the
2020-2021
Kitchener Artist in Residence,
working
on
immigrantand
immigration-related
themes.
In
November 2020, she received Arts
Awards Waterloo Region in the
Emerging Artist category.

Emmanuel George is a long time

Aala Ibrahim is a young artist

resident of the Waterloo region.

based in Waterloo, ON with a

A graduate of the University of

focus on portraiture, where she

Waterloo, he has researched the
presence

of

experiments

the

mediums,

African/Caribbean diaspora in the
Waterloo
nature

region.

as

well

He
as

painting,

Emmanuel George
Nature's Embrace

considers

oil

and

Born to Nyanuer and Mohamed,
South Sudanese and Sudanese
parents

A graduate of Emmanuel Bible
he

preferably

various

acrylic paint.

enjoys

gardening, running, and writing.

College,

with

who

immigrated

to

Canada from Sudan. Inspired from

active

participation in the life of the Aala Mohamed Ibrahim
Church an immense privilege. His

her upbringing and the stories of

journey in Oil Painting began in

Aala uses a range of muted

the mid 1990s. It is fuelled by his
writing as well as his love for
nature. He hopes that he can
continue to inspire and motivate
those who interact with him and
his works.

Hopeful Absolution

the women in her life. In her art,
pallets to vivid blues to reflect the
hardships

and

joys

she

has

witnessed by the Black women
that she walked with in this life.

Indigenous youth of Six Nations
of the Grand River Territory
with a focus on tattooing as an
art form and a method of
personal

expression

which

contributes to part of a healing
process.

He

has

a

demonstrated flair for design
and creativity including tool
design. His great attention to
Steve Haven
Stargazer

details assists in his thoughtful
design

and

tattoo Jason Panda
Belong Together

original

plans.

He is a multimedia artist of ink,
pencil and acrylic with diversity
in the subjects and issues that
inspire

his

themes

include

cultural and social justice.

With a Joint Honours in Fine Arts &
Mathematics and continuing studies
in Education, Jason's work is about
synergy and the active process of
weaving together a variety of ideas
to create powerful mosaics,
messages and Moments.
His professional Arts background
includes work in illustration,
sculpture, photography and graphic
design while, as an Arts Educator,
he has led the development of
curriculum and programming for
learners of all ages.
He has spent his career helping
others explore artistic expression
and mentoring them to recognize
the powerful contributions they are
able to make through their work. As
I continue to create he will keep
exploring how art and collaborative
environments can build communities
and help us connect.

Ann Viggers is a young artist

Seemab has presented her work at
the Femme Folks Fest by Pat the
Dog Theatre Creation, Happening
Multicultural Fest by Muse Arts
Toronto in 2021, and Arts Exchange
2020 by MT Space. As a
photographer, Seemab exhibited her

currently studying Visual and
Creative

Arts

at

Sheridan

College. She grew up in the
small town of Mount Albert and
developed an interest in art at a
young age. Ann continued to
pursue

art

in

through

the

program

at

high

work at THEMUSEUM Kitchener in
2021, and Martin Luther University
College, Wilfrid Laurier University in

school

Arts

Huron

Huron

Heights

2022.

Secondary school. There she
Ann Viggers
Coming Together

found a love for painting with Seemab Zahra
acrylics, and it quickly became Our Dark Present,
one of her favourite mediums to Lest We Forget
work
with.
Through
her

Seemab is a recipient of Micro-grant
for Artist in Waterloo Region by Pat
the Dog Theatre Creation for the
years 2020 and 2021.

Seemab
Zahra
is
a Besides, Seemab facilitates Art
with
various
multidisciplinary
artist
in workshops
with her Indigenous heritage. Waterloo Region, Canada. She organizations in Canada, and
Now Ann has her sights set on works as a poet, writer, and currently, she is completing her BA

paintings Ann tries to connect

a career in prop and set design photographer with theatres, in Honours Sociology from Wilfrid
for theatre and film while magazines, and art institutions. Laurier University, Canada.
continuing

to

painting skills.

develop

her Her poetry and articles have

been published in various local @seeme.naqvi
@seemab_raza.
& international magazines.

Thank you for visiting the Grebel Gallery! Please sign
our guest book.

CONNECT WITH THE CPA
Connect with the Grebel Gallery online by visiting the
Centre

for

Peace

Advancement's

website:

uwaterloo.ca/centre-peace-advancement.

SCHEDULE A CLASS TOUR
If you are an instructor, you can schedule a class tour at
no cost. Tours can be catered to your course needs and
integrated into course work. For more information,
email the CPA Coordinator, teresa.edge@uwaterloo.ca.

SPECIAL THANKS
The Art on the Wall Committee of the Kanata Centre
for Worship and Global Song at Martin Luther
University College
@GrebelCPA

FURTHER ENGAGEMENT

SIGN OUR GUEST BOOK

Grebel Gallery is located in the Kindred Credit Union
Centre for Peace Advancement at Conrad Grebel
University College on the traditional territories of the
Attawandaron (Neutral), Anishinaabeg and

bit.ly/2CsfWHG

Haudenosaunee peoples.
Sara General - Jonrahdesgowah

